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PHP Development Services



Build Modern Web Apps Using PHP






PHP is an open-source server-side scripting language widely used in web development. Mature and well-tested, PHP is constantly being developed to provide new features and become even more robust and flexible.







Varied PHP frameworks allow developers to use powerful tools that facilitate the development process. Easy to start with but hard to master, PHP can be a beast if used properly by skilled developers, like those from Astec.













Advantages of Using PHP















Test-Driven Development




PHP offers the PHPUnit testing framework, which efficiently performs unit tests to evaluate fragments of code. Such an approach saves a lot of developers’ time, and makes finding bugs and issues with the code much easier and faster.











Powerful Frameworks




From Symfony and Aura to Zend and Laravel, PHP offers a wide selection of powerful frameworks that greatly improve its scalability, maintenance and provide a myriad of outstanding features. Powerful PHP frameworks prove an invaluable help in PHP development.














Top Documentation




PHP provides extensive documentation, which comprehensively describes the ins and outs of the language. When in doubt, a quick look is all a developer needs to get on with his work. Therefore, PHP documentation makes development much faster and developers’ life easier.











Active Community




PHP has a huge and active community always ready to help developers solve their problems. Given the omnipresence of PHP in many web projects and its popularity in web development, it is highly likely that a solution for a given problem is already known.








Hire PHP Developers




Astec’s PHP teams are ready to design, build, ship and scale innovative software solutions. We provide our top PHP developers, programmers, engineers and coders to help companies scale their development teams.










Wojciech
PHP Architect











Maciej
Senior PHP Developer











Mateusz
PHP Developer











Dawid
PHP Developer













Let’s work together
















5,000+




We spend over 5,000 hours each month designing and building enterprise-class software for our clients







100+




We’ve delivered over 100 successful projects to clients of all sizes across multiple industries







30+




Over 30 skilled software developers and designers on staff ensure the highest quality of services 







27+




Being in business since 1993, we have decades of experience in delivering innovative software solutions

















Working with Astec















Experience Led & Outcome Focused




Our decades-long experience in creating digital innovation across multiple industries enables us to help clients tackle strategic opportunities and solve real-world business challenges. We always keep a focus on customer experience and business outcomes in order to ensure each project’s success.











Agile Delivery Process




We deliver projects using the Scrum agile project management framework, which keeps you in the loop and enables teams to respond to change rapidly, efficiently, and effectively. Scrum enables cost-effective engagements and is designed to meet your goals, timeline and budget.














Experienced PHP Developers




Every Astec PHP developer had to go through a non-trivial hiring process and received training from our most skilled and experienced PHP experts. This ensures that Astec’s PHP development teams have the complete competencies required for enterprise-class PHP application development.











DevOps-enabled Automation




Leveraging DevOps practices in project delivery enables us to save time and resources by automating tasks like code deployment and continuous testing. DevOps teams can perform frequent code changes, stage the builds for testing and push frequent software changes to the market.














Secure Software Development




To ensure the security of personally identifiable information, we build software by following Microsoft’s Security Development Lifecycle (SDL) practices as well as the principles of Security by Design and Privacy by Design. This approach enables our clients to comply with the EU’s GDPR. 











ISO Certified IT Services




Astec’s ISO 9001:2015 and ISO 27001:2017 certifications are evidence that we abide by international norms in  information security and quality management. Following best practices during the software development lifecycle is a prerequisite for building enterprise-class software solutions.














Transparent Collaboration




We provide you with complete visibility into your project and open multiple lines of communication. Your involvement throughout the whole project and team staffing is expected. We frequently update clients on their project’s status and are available when they need us.











Client Satisfaction




Your satisfaction with our work is of utmost importance to us. We provide you with a dedicated account manager, project manager and a consistent delivery team. All clients are surveyed during and after project delivery, with results going directly to our Managing Director.













Let’s work together





































Why Clients Choose Astec for PHP Development




When it comes to PHP web application development, there are plenty of reasons why companies choose Astec:





	Cross-functional team of 50+ IT specialists based in the European Union
	In-house experts in the fields of business analysis, user experience and UI design
	Transparency, openness and frequent communication with clients
	Fast and cost-effective delivery of PHP software projects
	Scrum-based agile PHP application development and project management
	Competitive rates for PHP developers and architects
	Modern approach to project delivery using DevOps-enabled automation
	Manual and automated quality assurance testing before each release













Our Clients About Their Cooperation with Astec











Astec helped build an all-new version of our plugin. It was a critical task for us, as the plugin has 600,000 active sites. Their diligence and responsiveness was greatly appreciated, as was their willingness to meet during our business hours. We’re continuing to work with them on new projects.



Nigel TunnacliffeVice President, Publisher at ShareThis, United States



















Astec has been a great partner for Gun.io. Their software engineers are top notch and their management communication and processes have helped us add capacity, performance, and results.



David LedgerwoodVP, Client Services at Gun.io, United States
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Related Success Stories










Adtech Company ShareThis Modernizes Analytics Plugin Active on 600,000 Websites




PHP Application Modernization & Development




ShareThis enables website visitors to share any content with via social networks. ShareThis acquired a popular WordPress plugin that needed to be modernized.




Learn more












Cybersecurity Company Rublon Improves UX by Modernizing Mobile App




Mobile App Modernization with PHP Backend




Rublon is a B2B SaaS technology vendor that provides cloud-based workforce multi-factor authentication software for SMBs and enterprise customers.




Learn more











How Can PHP Help My Business?




We have prepared answers to some of the most common questions asked about PHP web development:





Is PHP Good for Web Development?
Absolutely! More than half of all websites on the Internet use PHP on the server side, and there is a reason for this. First of all, PHP is incredibly flexible. It’s possible to make changes to the project even after the development process has been started, which saves developers’ time. Furthermore, PHP is a very fast programming language. Thanks to the JIT (Just in Time) engine, loading times are considerably low, which makes executing queries and fetching data from the database a breeze. Being a mature language, PHP is pretty stable as a lot of the time put into developing the language was invested in fixing bugs and issues that had been bugging developers in the past. All in all, PHP is a great choice for web development.







Is PHP a Good Choice for Backend Development?
PHP contains a lot of features that make it the perfect choice for backend development. The usage of the Model-View-Controller architecture provides high maintenance and greater flexibility. Unit tests allow for testing parts of code against expected results, which facilitates the process of finding and fixing bugs. The Standard PHP Library comes with a set of in-built classes containing ready-made solutions to common problems, which helps developers avoid all the hassle related to solving such problems on their own. Moreover, PHP contains tools that help secure web applications from threats and malicious attacks such as SQL Injection or Cross-Site Scripting. All in all, PHP is excellent for backend development both performance- and feature-wise.







Can I Use PHP for E-Commerce?
Online shopping is getting more and more popular with each year, hence the need to provide high quality e-commerce solutions. PHP offers a multitude of frameworks and libraries that facilitate the development of various features specific to e-commerce, like online payment systems support. Some of the solutions include but are not limited to: Magento, Zen Cart and UberCart. Laravel, a powerful PHP web framework, is yet another outstanding tool for building scalable, flexible and secure e-commerce web solutions. Coming with so many ready-made tools, there is no doubt PHP is a good choice for e-commerce.














Need Other Software Development Services?















Node.js Development




Use Astec’s Node.js application development services or extend your team with experienced Node.js JavaScript developers from Astec.




Learn more










Laravel Development




Use Astec’s Laravel web development services or add top Laravel software developers from Astec to your existing team.




Learn more










Angular Development




Use Astec’s Angular frontend web development services or strengthen your team with experienced Angular frontend developers from Astec.




Learn more

















Need custom software or a team?


Your project will be delivered by experts who value quality, trust & transparency.



Contact us
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Astec IT Services sp. z o.o.

ul. Stanislawa Wyspianskiego 11
65-036 Zielona Gora, Poland


+48 68 422 6800


hello@astec.net
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